
Dear   Mr.   Puppy, 

Our   trip   to   Egypt   was   amazing,   but   the   flight   was   horrid.   We      had   turbulence   nearly   the 

whole   time.   The   flight   lasted   14   hours.   Then,   the   layover   in   London   was   six   hours.   Man,   I   hate 

air   travel!   When   we   finally   got   to   Cairo,   I   was   tired,   and   I   had   jet   lag.   Our   hotel   was   nice   and   all.   I 

shared   a   room   with   Jack   and   Alex.   Outside   the   room,   the   street   was   busy.   The   next   day,   we 

went   on   a   boat   cruise   on   a   felucca   which   was   cool.   We   saw   four   places,   but   my   favorite   places 

were   the   Pyramids   of   Giza   and   Abu   Simbel. 

The   Pyramids   of   Giza   were   spectacular!   They   were   huge.   The   inside   was   kind   of   lame 

though.   There   were   so   many   people   and   no   traps.   The   Pyramid   was 

made   of   two   million   stone   blocks.   The   Pyramids   of   Giza   were   made 

by   Pharaoh   Khufu   for   his   burial.   Not   much   is   known   about   Khufu.   All 

the   good   things   inside   were   looted   long   ago.   All   that   I   saw   was   his 

three   inch   ivory   statue.   I   am   so   glad   I   went.  

The   second   cool   place   that   we   went   was   Abu   Simbel.   Abu   Simbel   is   amazing.   There 

were   so   many   statues.   Some   represented   gods   and   others   were   of      Pharaoh   Ramses   the 

Second.   At   certain   times   of   the   year,   the   sun   would 

shine   down   the   tunnel   and   three   of   the   statues   would   be 

illuminated   and   one   would   be   in   the   dark.   The   reason 

that   one   remained   in   the   dark   that   was   a   statue   of   an 

underworld   god   who   didn't   like   light.   Ramses   the 

Second   had   over   100   wives   and   children.   He   ruled   for 

60   years   as   Pharaoh.   Ramses   the   Second   had   the   most   monuments   out   of   any   Pharaoh. 

Another   cool   fact   about   Abu   Simbel   is   that   the   government   of   Egypt   built   a   dam   to   get   power 

from   the   Nile.   So   the   lake   path   from   the   dam   caused   Abu   Simbel   to   be   under   water.   After   it   went 

under   water,   divers   went   down   into   the   water   and   carved   out   the   temple   from   the   cliff.   Later 

people   put   the   temple   back   together   above   water.   In   the   end,   they   built   an   artificial   mountain   so 

it   looked   like   it   did   before   they   moved   it.  

All   in   all   the   whole   trip   was   awesome.   I   loved   seeing   the   Pyramids   of   Giza   and   Abu 

Simbel.   It   was   an   amazing   experience   that   I   will   never   forget.   I   hope   one   day   you   can   come   and 

see   Egypt.   I   feel   homesick,   and   I   miss   you.  

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

   James   Roof   C-26 


